Hi
I’m Dan

Nobody is just one thing.
At the office, I’ll usually call myself…

✨ interaction designer,
🧙 story teller,
👾 front end coder, and
✊ accessibility advocate.

Though, at the end of the day, I’m just someone who is
passionate about solving problems thoughtfully.

I’ve put together this short deck
to highlight a few projects from
the past two years.

1. DCoE Hub & Illumina Pattern Library
2. MyIllumina Tools
3. Global Type Enhancement
4. Code Examples

1. DCoE Hub & Illumina Pattern Library
Problem

Solution

Illumina Marketing's Digital Center of
Excellence (DCoE) team had tripled in size,
dramatically broadening the team's scope and
technical capability.

• Develop a comprehensive and easy-to-

While processes became more sophisticated,
the overarching workflow turned complex and
difficult to follow. Rapidly evolving standards,
including digital design conventions and code,
had become difficult to enforce and were at
risk of getting bloated and overly esoteric.

maintain UI component library. This Pattern
Library would provide a "source of truth",
mitigating confusion and technical debt
among designers, developers, and content
writers.

• Create a shared resource that provides a
birds-eye view over the evolving
organizational structure. This would include
displaying the roles, goals, and
responsibilities of sub-teams, their members,
as well as quick links to resources and
documentation.

DCoE Hub & Illumina Pattern Library
Work

For the Pattern Library, many UI patterns had already
been pre established using Brad Frost's Atomic design
methodology.
We felt it appropriate to extend this into our new
process and utilized Pattern Lab as an engine for
compiling our markup.

DCoE Hub & Illumina Pattern Library
Work

Each snippet marked for export would be
merged into a shard Git repository, and in
turn referenced within one of our CMS
components.
The resulting output is a rendered
example, an easy-to-copy code snippet, as
well as supporting documentation.

DCoE Hub & Illumina
Pattern Library

The DCoE Hub was
launched in July 2019
and is still being used
today.

2. MyIllumina Tools
Problem

Solution

MyIllumina is a customer dashboard that allows
lab managers to easily keep tabs on what
happens in their lab – track sequencing runs,
assess instrument performance, and receive
diagnostic information. The dashboard also
provides a direct channel to Illumina, providing
quick ordering, order status, and shortcuts to
technical support.

Create a compact navigation widget that would
enable users to locate the resources they
needed. Despite both our audience and
selection of tools being incredibly varied and
broad, we knew we could architect a solution
that was both elegant and intuitive with the
proper amount of research and discovery.

While the "widget based" dashboard excelled at
its core functionality, many users had requested
quicker access to various tools and resources
that were spread across the Illumina Support
and Marketing sites.

MyIllumina Tools Work
UX Strategy performed interviews and testing among existing
MyIllumina users. The insights gathered would inform
navigation architecture and verbal design.

MyIllumina Tools Work
Due to the diverse, technical nature of many of the resources listed, we determined that
iconography helped make each tool more distinct as well as provide a better visual tempo.
I ended up illustrating over 30 unique icons optimized for scale and consistency.

MyIllumina Tools Work
My team and I administered a series of design sprints to explore UI and
interactive possibilities. Ultimately we settled on an "app-like" sliding
menu interface.

3. Global Type Enhancement
Problem

Solution

Illumina approved a sprawling brand refresh, including a
new go-to typeface. The new identity is already being
utilized in new campaign creative, but the 7000+ page
marketing site is still referencing old typeface and assets.

• Develop an updated type hierarchy that will

Converting the older pages to reflect the new brand would
normally be a calculated and phased process. However, the
license for the old typeface is about to expire and
management has refused to negotiate an extension with the
foundry.
I am charged with updating the web typography globally.
The challenge is complicated further by the fact that the
updated identity establishes typographic hierarchy through
scale and white space rather than font style and font weight.
How do we ensure an elegant transition?

serve accessibility and scalability as well as
the new brand voice/tone.

• Test the new type scale against both new and
old pages and layouts–identifying potential
problem areas.

• Collaborate with QA specialists and create a
thorough QC protocol for implementation, prelaunch, post-launch, and aftercare.

Global Type Enhancement Work
Several approaches toward creating a scalable and
harmonious type scale were explored.
Ultimately, a hybrid scale was developed which balanced
cross-device legibility, clear hierarchy, and future scalability.

Global Type Enhancement Work
In addition to aesthetic harmony, we wanted a scale that would be
easy to implement and extend. The resulting scale can be
interpolated or extrapolated using simple math.

Global Type Enhancement

The enhancement will
be launched June of
2020, and aftercare will
continue into the Fall.

4. Code Examples
Problem Solving

Fun Stuff

• Tabs are great until they aren't: An

• Attractive Numbers: Sometimes you need

adaptive tabs solution that is flexible,
accessible, and mobile friendly 🔗

• Story Spine: An animated flourish that
aligns with its corresponding content 🔗

• Flex Wizard: Illustrating the power of the
flex box model 🔗

to drive the point home 🔗

• Tapestry: Dynamically creates a
midcentury textile masterpiece 🔗

• Displacer: A silly selfie experiment 🔗

